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Haitian Youth Ministries Restarted This Summer!  

Can we get a BIG “WOO-HOO!”? After last summer’s shut-down from the covid 
scare and a year of violence that still continues, local pastors are stepping to the 
plate in spite of it all and putting on small local youth camps and VBS ministries! 
We were so excited to be able to support them, sending $1,800 in unused youth 
funds sent in last year by so many of you! Pray for eternal fruit to come from the 
work of Pastor Leon in St. Mark and Pastor Gaunick down in Le Roche where gang                    

activity is still so high!  

 

Because of the ongoing difficulties in Haiti, Janice and I traveled to The D.R. during 
the month of June for 3 reasons: To visit Pastor Garry and his family who recently 
moved there from Haiti. We wanted to learn more about their living situation and 
ministry. To explore the possibilities of working through Garry with other Haitian 
Pastors relocated there. And, to further consider the possibility of partnering with 
Dominican Church Planters in the area of Santiago through missionary Dan 
Woodring, and seek The Lord’s will regarding any other “door of ministry” there.   
 

We were very happy to find Garry and his family living independently in a decent 
and secure setting, while assisting with the Bible School of a Haitian Church in the 
area. While only intending to observe Garry, I was actually given the opportunity to 
both preach at the church’s Friday Evening Service and teach at their Bible School! 
 

We also met with Dominican Pastor Gumercindo, pictured with Dan and me below, 
as he shared with us the changes coming up in his own life and ministry. Knowing 
Gumer for many years, we revisited the possibility of partnering with him, along 
with men trained by Dan and Gumer, and sent out as church planters in the D.R. 
 

In “a nutshell”, our take away from this trip is that in either case, whether partner-
ing with Haitian men through Garry, or working with Gumer and Dominican Church 
Planters, the answer is the same: “Maybe, but not at this time”. Garry is too new 
there to know who to recommend, and Gumer is in transition with many unknowns 
right now. So we will keep praying about the D.R., while waiting to return to Haiti.         


